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under all conditions, to erect its own altars, uncoerced by priest
or creed.
It is unlikely that my opinions on these fundamental matters
will henceforth undergo serious modification.
Ask thy lone soul what laws are plain to thee—
Thee and no other!    Stand or fall by them,
That is the part for thee.
browning.
My religious development has included both reverence for
knowledge and gratitude to the prophets and teachers of every
race and creed. I have believed that no one spiritual leader was
the perfect, or the final, revealer of righteousness; that the best
among men is not all good, nor the worst all bad; and my own con-
ception of moral values has imposed upon me the duty to endeavour
to make of myself, regardless of occasion or circumstance, the kind
of man which, in my best moments, I think that I ought to be.
Pious supernaturalists will promptly affirm that this kind of
outlook has no claim to be called religious. Well, let them do so.
If I do not believe as they believe, they do not believe as I believe,
and there the issue must be left. But if to be religious means that
reason must be rejected, and that man's life must be influenced
only by storms of emotion, then I am not in any sense a religious-
minded man, and I think that I never shall be. A man may not
be counted as religious when he is measured by the yard-stick of
current orthodoxy, but he may nevertheless be the willing servant
of high and eternal values. My way of approach to these great
problems may have deprived me of the elevating ecstasy enjoyed
by the mystic; but I have had my share of modest satisfactions,
derived from a philosophy of life which has had the full assent of
all my faculties. Creeds that have secured the glad loyalty of
thousands of men whose judgment and character I respect, have
often appeared to me to be merely the coverings—and too fre-
quently the grave-clothes—of past religious appreciations—the
burden, rather than the body, of religious development.
The great religions of mankind have imposed upon their ad-
herents harmful and unnecessary tests. He who desires to join
the religious fellowship of Islam must accept Muhammad as the
only inspired messenger of God; of Buddhism, the deified Gautama;
of Parseeism, an inspired Zoroaster; of Christianity, a super-
natural Jesus. The Greeks made morality subservient to the

